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Fearless optimist Anna sets off on an epic journey-teaming up with rugged mountain man Kristoff

and his loyal reindeer Sven-to find her sister Elsa, whose icy powers have trapped the kingdom of

Arendelle in eternal winter. Encountering Everest-like conditions, mystical trolls, and a hilarious

snowman named Olaf, Anna and Kristoff battle the elements in a race to save the kingdom. Based

on the Disney film, Frozen, this exciting storybook-and-CD set features thrilling sound effects,

word-for-word narration, and original movie voices!
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The illustrations are beautiful. However, they left out key parts in the movie from the book, and

included insignificant parts. This book goes into too details parts about romantic love, getting

married, and betrayal by a man (Hans) - little girls (under 10) don't care to know about those things,

and shouldn't be exposed to those topics so early.I know that the movie had those topics, but it

didn't seem to dwell on them as much as the book does.

Great product, fun story. Reminded me of my read along books as a child. Keeps my 5-year old

interested and the best part is she wants to do it all on her own! Great for beginning readers, will

buy more like this for sure!



If you have a Frozen fan in the house then this is a great book for readers and pre readers. I was

surprised at how long the book is, but that makes it nice when listening to the CD. The CD does

have the voices of the characters saying some of their lines which was a nice touch and made my

girls like it more.

My 4 year old granddaughter loves this magical story! She usually reads these Read-Along books

while in the car however this book is one of her 4 favorites that she reads at home as well. I love this

story myself. It's great! The book is so beautifully illustrated with such vibrant color and realistic

looking characters and scenery.

This is a great book and such a great reminder of the movie. We like to use the book both with

reading it as well as with the CD. My daughter loves the book, and no sooner do we get to the end

she is asking for us to read it again, ahem...queue the CD ;)

This was a Christmas present for my 8 yr old daughter and even though she can read she loves to

read along when she is tired and really loves this audio book.

My grand daughter loved this. The sound is great, just like the movie! The little chimes make it easy

to know when to turn the page.She is 4. Even Grandpa enjoys the story over and over!

These stories are good, and the CDs give great sound effects from the film, but they run so long that

the kids get bored of hearing it before the book is finished. They should cut about 5 pages from the

length because the age group these books are meant for is very young, and the book is way too

long for them.
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